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Abstract 
A theorem due to Comfort and Ross asserts that the product of any family of pseudocompact 
topological groups is pseudocompact. We generalize this theorem to the case of Mal’tsev spaces. 
A Mal’tsev operation on a space X is a continuous function f : X3 + X satisfying the identity 
f(.r, y,y) = f(y,y,z) = L for all z,y E X. A topological space is Mal’tsev if it admits a 
Mal’tsev operation. We prove that every Mal’tsev operation on a pseudocompact space X can be 
extended to a Mal’tsev operation on /3X. It follows that: (1) if X is a pseudocompact Mal’tsev 
space, then PX is Dugundji: (2) the product of any family of pseudocompact Mal’tsev spaces is 
pseudocompact. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Eberlein compact; Corson compact; Caliber: Precaliber; Small diagonal; Countably compact; 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the following theorems concerning compactness and related properties in 
topological groups: 
Theorem A 1.1 (Pasynkov-Choban [ 16,6]). For every topological group X every com- 
pact Gb-subset of X is Dugurzdji. 
Theorem B 1.2 (Tkaeenko [26]). Every a-compact topological group is ccc. 
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Theorem C 1.3 (Comfort-Ross [7]). 
(1) Let G be a pseudocompact opological group. The group operation on G extends 
to a continuous group operation OF1 BG which makes !3G into a topological group. 
(2) The product of urzy family of pseudocompact groups is pseudocompact. 
We denote by PX the Stone-tech compactification of a space X. Recall that a compact 
space X is Dugundji if it has one of the following equivalent properties: 
(a) if Z is a zero-dimensional compact space and A is a closed subset of Z, then 
every continuous map A + X extends to a continuous map Z + 4; 
(b) there exists a family @ of closed equivalence relations on _Y such that: 
(1) for every R E @ the quotient space X/R is metrizable and the quotient map 
_I- + X/R is open; 
(2) r)rP = the diagonal of X’ (in other words, the family (9 separates points of 
X); 
(3) @ is closed under countable intersections. 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) is a part of Haydon’s theorem [ 121 in the form of 
Shchepin [24]. See [31.32,34,22,23] for a discussion of Dugundji compact spaces con- 
nected with topological groups. 
Throughout the paper all spaces are assumed to be ~~cho~lo~; unless otherwise ex- 
plicitly stated. A space X is ccc. or has the Suslin property. if every disjoint family of 
nonempty open sets in X is at most countable. Let us say that a space X is ;J-cellular 
if for any family X of Gn-subsets of X there exists a countable subfamily /1 c X such 
that U X c U 11. Clearly d-cellular spaces are ccc. Recall that a space X is a S-space if 
there exist a cover 7 of S by countably compact subsets and a cT-locally finite cover & 
of X such that for any C E y and any neighbourhood Cl of C there exists E E & with 
C c E c U. Lindeliif C-spaces are precisely the images of Lindeliif p-spaces under 
continuous maps, while Lindeliif p-spaces are precisely the inverse images of separable 
metric spaces under perfect maps. A space is a-co~~zpact if it is the union of countably 
many compact sets. Every a-compact space is a Lindeliif x-space. 
A Mul’rsev operution on a space X is a continuous map S’ + X satisfying the 
identity f(:r. ?j, :y) = f(?/. ?I> ,c) = .I’ for all .I’. y E X. A space is Mal’tsev if it admits 
a Mal’tsev operation. If G is a topological group, then the map (.r, y. z) H .c!/~‘- is a 
Mal’tsev operation on G. hence every topological group is a Mal’tsev space. It is known 
that Theorems A and B can be generalized to the case of Mal’tsev spaces: 
Theorem A’ 1.4 [34]. For eveq Mul’tsetv space X eveq compact Gh-subspace of X is 
Dugundji. 
Theorem B’ 1.5 [30]. Every a-compact Mal’tsev space is WC. Moreolvel; evey Mal’tsell 
space which is a Lindeltif C-spuce is ti-cellular 
The question naturally arises whether also Theorem C can be generalized to Mal’tsev 
spaces: can every Mal’tsev operation on a pseudocompact space X be extended to a 
Mal’tsev operation on OX? Are pseudocompact Mal’tsev spaces preserved by products? 
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These questions were posed in [33], where they were shown to be equivalent. The 
question was repeated in 122,131. It was proved in [33] that the answer is positive for 
countably compact spaces. It was known that the answer is also positive for the case 
when X is a retract of a topological group [34]. Note that every retract of a Mal’tsev 
space is Mal’tsev, hence retracts of topological groups are Mal’tsev. For compact spaces 
the converse is also true (Sipacheva [20]): every compact Mal’tsev space is a retract of 
a topological group. E. Reznichenko has recently constructed an example of a Mal’tsev 
space which is not a retract of a group [ 111. 
The aim of the present paper is to show that Theorem C, as well as Sipacheva’s 
theorem on compact Mal’tsev spaces, can be extended to the case of pseudocompact 
Mal’tsev spaces: 
Main Theorem 1.6. 
(1) Let X be a pseudocompact Mal’tsev space. Then: 
(a) ,0X is Dugundji; 
(b) eveq Ma1 ‘trev operation on X extends to a Mal’tsev operation on PX; 
(c) X is a retract of a topological group. 
(2) The product of any family of pseudocompact Mal’tsev spaces is pseudocompact. 
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is based upon the following theorems which may be of 
independent interest. 
Theorem 1.7. Let X, Y and Z be three pseudocompact spaces. Then every continuous 
real function on the product X x Y x Z can be extended to a separately continuous 
function on PX X PY x PZ. 
Theorem 1.8. If a countably compact space X admits a separately continuous Mal’tsev 
operation f :X3 -+ X, then /3X is Dugundji. 
A function f : X1 x X2 x . . x X, --f Z is separately continuous if the function 
f(ZI~...,ICz-l:,ICi+l,...,2,) is continuous for every i = 1,. , n and every 
(21,. . . ,2i_,,zi+l)..., X,)EX, x...xx&_, xxi+1 x...xx,. 
Theorem 1.7 was proved in [ 191 for the case of two factors X and Y. The case of three 
factors requires new ideas. We do not know if a similar assertion holds for four (or any 
finite number of) factors. 
To prove Theorem 1.8 we need following facts: 
Proposition 1.9. If a countably compact space X admits a separately continuous 
Mal’tsev operation, then X is w-cellular 
Theorem 1.10. Let XI,. . . , X, be countably compact spaces with precaliber WI. For 
every separately continuous function f : X1 x . . . x X, -+ II% there exist compact metric 
spaces Yi, continuous maps pi : Xi --+ Y, (i = 1,. . . , n) and a separately continuous 
function g : YI x . x Y, -+ iR such that f = g o (p, x . . . x p,). 
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By IR we denote the real line. A space X has precaliber WI if any uncountable family 
of nonempty open sets in X contains an uncountable subfamily with the finite intersection 
property. Theorem 1.10 was incorrectly cited in [33]: the requirement that the countably 
compact spaces Xi should have precaliber WI was replaced by the requirement that 
these spaces should have the Suslin property. We do not know if this stronger form of 
Theorem 1.10 is true. 
M. TkaZenko introduced in [28] the notion of an h1-map: a map X -+ Y is an M-map 
if there exists a continuous map F : X3 - Y such that F(s:y,y) = F(y,y:lr) = f(z) 
for all IC, y E X. He asked if every image of a pseudocompact space under an Al-map is 
w-cellular [28, Problem 2.41. We answer this question in the positive. Actually we prove 
a more general fact (Theorem 1.12). To state it, we need a definition. 
Definition 1.11. A subspace Y of a space X is relatively w-cetlular in X if for any 
family X of Gs-subsets of X each of which meets Y there exists a countable subfamily 
~cCsuchthatYn(UX)cU~. 
Note that a space is w-cellular if and only if it is relatively w-cellular in itself. If Y is 
relatively d-cellular in X, then so is any subspace of Y. 
Theorem 1.12. Let X be a pseudocompact space and let f : X + Y be an M-map. 
Then f(X) is relatively w-cellular in Y. 
In Section 2 we explain why the assertion (a) of Theorem 1.6 implies the other three 
assertions of that theorem. In Section 3 we discuss functions on products of pseudocom- 
pact spaces and prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.10. Main Theorem 1.6 is proved in Section 4. 
The results of Section 3 are due to the first author. 
2. Comments on the Main Theorem 
In this section we explain why the assertion (a) of the Main Theorem implies the other 
three assertions of that theorem: (b), (c) and (2). The assertion (a) will be proved in 
Section 4. 
Recall that a subspace Y of a space Z is C-embedded in Z if every continuous function 
f : Y -+ lw has a continuous extension over 2. We say that Y is Gs-dense in Z if every 
nonempty Ga-subset of 2 meets Y. 
Let {X,: o E A} be a family of pseudocompact spaces such that PX, is Dugundji 
for every N E A. Then the product nXa is pseudocompact [5,34]. We sketch the 
proof. The product fl X, is Gd-dense in fl OX, which is Dugundji compact and hence 
perfectly n-normal (= the closures of open sets are G6). According to TkaEenko’s theorem 
[27], G&-dense subspaces of perfectly K-normal spaces are C-embedded, hence Gg- 
dense subspaces of perfectly K-normal compact spaces are pseudocompact. Thus n X, 
is pseudocompact and C-embedded in n PX,. 
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Assume that for any pseudocompact Mal’tsev space X the compact space PX is 
Dugundji. Then the preceding paragraph shows that the assertion (2) of the Main Theorem 
is true: any product of pseudocompact Mal’tsev spaces is pseudocompact. We saw that X3 
is C-embedded in (!?S)3 (this follows also from Glicksberg’s theorem [9]). Hence any 
Mal’tsev operation f : X3 --7‘ X can be extended to a continuous map f : (pX)3 -+ PX. 
Clearly f is a Mal’tsev operation on BX. We thus get the assertion (b) of the Main 
Theorem. 
For any Mal’tsev operation f : K3 + K on a compact space K Sipacheva [20] con- 
structed a retraction T : F(K) + K of the free topological group F(K) onto K. The 
retraction T provided by Sipacheva’s construction has the following property: if X c K 
is stable under f (that is f(X’) c Xl, then r maps the subgroup of F(K) generated by 
X onto X. 
Let f : X3 --f X be a Mal’tsev operation on a pseudocompact space X. We saw that f 
extends to a Mal’tsev operation 7 on /3X. Applying Sipacheva’s construction, we get a 
retraction T : F(@X) + /3X. Let G be the subgroup of F(@X) generated by X. Since X 
is stable under 7, the restriction of r to G is a retraction of the topological group G onto 
X. This proves the assertion (c) of the Main Theorem. Note that in virtue of Pestov’s 
theorem [ 171 the group G can be identified with F(X), the free topological group of X. 
Observe that 13X can be Dugundji only if X is pseudocompact: Dugundji compact 
spaces are dyadic [ 121. and if /3X is dyadic, then X is pseudocompact [S, 3.12.12(d)]. 
3. Functions on products of pseudocompact spaces 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.10; see Theorem 3.27 and the remark 
after Theorem 3.22. 
We first introduce some notation. We denote by C(X, 2) the set of all continuous 
maps from X to Z, and by SC(Xi x x X,, Z) the set of all separately continuous 
functions from Xi x x X, to Z. We write SC(Xi x . . x X,) and C(X) instead of 
SC’( Xi x . . . x X,, IR) and C(X? IR). respectively. 
We consider the topology of pointwise convergence on function spaces, which is 
induced by the Tychonoff product topology. This topology is indicated by the subscript 
p. For example. SC,(X 1 x . . x X, ) is the space of all real-valued separately continuous 
functions on _Yi x . x X, with the topology of a subspace of Rx’ x...xxn. 
For a map f : X + Y, the dual map of the product spaces f’ : Yz + X2 is defined 
by ,f#(y) = ,f o 9. For Y C X, the restriction map TX : Z” + Zy is defined by 
-irs(f) = f t 1’. 
LetZ. Xi,... . X, be sets. For i E { 1, . n}, let A~‘*ul.““xn be the natural bijection 
I,lz:.Y’.....x” : ZX,XXZX...X.~, ~ (z_~,x_‘izx... rX,_, XX,+,X...X.Y, XL 
1 > ; 
we omit the superscripts when this does not lead to a confusion. If Z, Xi, . . . . X, are 
spaces, then iii induces a homeomorphism from SCr,(Xi x . . . x X,, 2) onto 
C,(X;,SC,(X, x ‘.’ x x,_, x Xi+1 x “’ x X,,Z)), i = l,...) n. 
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A compact space X is Eberlein compact if it homeomorphic to a subspace of a Banach 
space in the weak topology. Equivalently, a compact space X is Eberlein compact if there 
exists a compact space Y such that X is homeomorphic to a subspace of C,(Y). 
Proposition 3.1. Let X, Y be pseudocompact spaces, Z be a metrizable compact space, 
and Q, E SC(X x Y, Z). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) G can be extended to a separately continuous function on X x DY: 
(b) @ can be extended to a separately continuous function on /3X x Y; 
(c) @ can be extended to a separately continuous function on PX x ,BY; 
(d) the closure of A, (Q)(X) in C,(Y, 2) is compact; 
(e) the closure of A,(@)(Y) in C,(X, 2) is compact; 
(0 Al (Q)(X) is Eberlein compact; 
(g) A1 (Q)(Y) is Eberlein compact. 
Proof. For Z = I = [O, l] the equivalence of (a)-(e) is Assertion 1.4 in [19], and 
the equivalence of (f> and (g) to the other conditions follows from the proof of that 
assertion in [19]. Since Cp(X,rw) = C,(X,I)” and since the product of countably 
many Eberlein compact spaces is Eberlein compact, the case Z = I” follows, whence 
the general case. 0 
Every continuous function on the product of pseudocompact spaces satisfies the equiv- 
alent conditions of Proposition 3.1 [19, Theorem 1.61. 
Theorem 3.2 [19, Proposition 1.121. Let X and Y be pseudocompact, Z be com- 
pact. Every continuous map f : X x Y ----f Z has a separately continuous extension 
ijtx x BY + z. 
Theorem 3.2 and the equivalence of the conditions (a) and (f) in Proposition 3.1 imply 
Proposition 3.3. Let X and Y be pseudocompact spaces, M be a metrizable compact 
space, and @ E C(X x Y, n/I). Then A, (Q)(X) is Eberlein compact. 
In the heart of the proof of Proposition 3.1 is the following theorem due to Preiss and 
Simon [ 181: pseudocompact subspaces of Eberlein compact spaces are compact. Note 
that this theorem can be deduced from two facts: 
(1) Eberlein compact spaces are hereditarily a-metacompact [35]; 
(2) pseudocompact g-metacompact spaces are compact [29] (this assertion is not ex- 
plicitly stated in [29], but readily follows from the results of that paper). 
Recall that a space X is a-metucompact if every open cover of X has an open refinement 
which is the union of countably many point-finite families. Yakovlev’s result cited above 
has a remarkable converse: a compact space is Eberlein compact if and only if its square 
is hereditarily a-metacompact [lo]. 
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A continuous onto map f : S --f Y is @l-quotient if any function g : I’ + lR for which 
the composition 901: X --f R is continuous is itself continuous. An onto map f : _Y + I7 
is R-quotient if and only if the range of the dual map .f# : C;,(I-) 1 C,(S) is closed. 
Proposition 3.4. Every map of (I pseudocompact space S to an Eberlein compact space 
is R-quotient (as a map of S onto j(_Y), and hus compact runge. 
Proof. In virtue of the Preiss-Simon theorem [18]. f(s) is Eberlein compact, so we 
may assume that f is onto. There exists a pseudocompact space Z, an R-quotient map 
It : s - Z and a continuous bijection g : Z - k- such that f = gh. We must prove 
that !I is a homeomorphism. This follows from Lemma 5.10 in [2]. Let us repeat the 
arguments of [2]. If F = U is a regular closed subset of 2. then F is pseudocompact 
and hence y(F) is closed in ,f(x) in virtue of the Preiss-Simon theorem. Since every 
closed subset of Z is an intersection of regular closed sets. it follows that g is a closed 
map and hence a homeomorphism. 0 
The following definition was introduced in [ 191: 
Definition 3.5. Let S and I7 be spaces. We say that (X, Y) is a Gruthendieck pair if 
for every continuous map f : X + C,,Y the closure of f(_‘i) in C,(Y) is compact. 
If (,‘i, I”) is a Grothendieck pair, then X is pseudocompact. There exist pseudocom- 
pact spaces X and Y such that the pair (X. Y) is not Grothendieck (V. TkaEuk and 
D. Shakhmatov. see [2, Proposition 9.311). On the other hand, Theorem 8.1 in [2] pro- 
vides a wide class of spaces Y such that the pair (S, Y-) is Grothendieck for every 
pseudocompact space S. A space X is countably pracompact [2] if there is a dense sub- 
space I’ of S such that every infinite subset of 1’ has a cluster point in X. Let G be the 
class of all spaces Y such that the pair (X. I*) is Grothendieck for every pseudocompact 
space X. Then each of the following properties implies that Y E G [2. Theorem 8.11: 
(1) 1’ is countably pracompact: (2) Y is a k-space; (3) Yis separable: (4) Y has countable 
tightness. If X and Y are pseudocompact and Y E G, then both (X. Y) and (1’. X) are 
Grothendieck (see Proposition 3.8 below). 
Let us state separately the most important special case: 
Claim 3.6. If one qf the spaces X. 1; is countably compact and the other is pseudo- 
compact. then the pair (X. I’) is Grothendieck. 
A space 9 is Dieudonne’ complete if it admits a compatible complete uniformity. For 
a space X the DieudonnC completion pX can be defined as the smallest DieudonnC 
complete subspace of /3X containing X. If X is pseudocompact, then PX = flX, and 
- 
every map f : .Y + Z has an extension f : :j_ri + /rZ. 
Lemma 3.7. Let X1, -X72, . X,, be pseudocompact spaces, Z be a space, f : bS, x 
. x L~S,, --t Z be u separately continuous map. If I’ is a Dieudonne’ complete subspace 
of Z such that ,f( XI x x X,, ) c I-, then .f( %SI x . x /j-X,, ) c Y. 
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Proof. Byinductiononk= l,...,n,wehavef(PXI x...x,DXkxXk+l x.,.xX,) c 
Y. The step of induction is provided by the remark before the lemma. 0 
Proposition 3.8. Let X and Y be pseudocompact spaces. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) (X, Y) is a Grothendieck pair; 
(b) (Y, X) is a Grothendieck pair; 
(c) every @ E SC(X x Y) has a separately continuous extension $: PX x PY + IR.; 
(d) for any space Z every @ E SC(X x Y, 2) has a separately continuous extension 
&pxxpY -+,u.Z. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a)-(c) follows from Proposition 3.1 (see propositions 1 .lO 
and 1.11 in [19]). Since (d) + (c) is trivial, it remains to show that (c) + (d). Assume 
(c), and let pi E SC(X x Y, 2). Consider PZ as a subspace of a product IRA of real lines. 
Applying (c) to each function rrTT, o @, (Y E A, where rr, : IRA + IR is the projection, we 
get a separately continuous function 6: ,SX x /3Y 4 IRA. Lemma 3.7 implies that the 
range of $ is contained in pZ. 0 
Let @ E SC(Xt x .. . x X,, Z). We say that Q, determines the topology of the ith 
factor Xi, 1 < i < n, if A,(@) is a homeomorphism of Xi onto 
/Ii c SC,(XI x . . . x xi-1 x xi+1 x . . . x x,, Z). 
The following claim is readily verified. 
Claim 3.9. Let Z, XI,. . . ,X, be spaces and @ E SC,(Xt x .‘. x X,, Z). For i = 
l,...,n, let 
fi=ni(@):x, -Yi 
=ni(@)(xi) c SC,(X, x .‘. x xi_, x xz+, x . . . x X,,Z). 
Then there exists G E SC(Yl x ‘. ’ x Y,, Z) such that F = G o (fl x . . x fn) and G 
determines the topology of the factors Yt , Yz, . , . , Y,. 
Claim 3.9 and proposition 3.1 imply 
Proposition 3.10. Let XI and X2 be pseudocompact spaces, Z be a metrizable compact 
space, @ E SC(Xl x X2, Z). Suppose that @ can be extended to a separately continuous 
function on PX x ,BY. Then there exist Eberlein compacta Yl and Y2, continuous onto 
maps fl : Xi + Yl, fi : X2 + Yz, and G E SC(Yl x Y2, Z) such that @ = Go (fl x f2). 
Proposition 3.11. Let XI and X2 be compact spaces, X be a pseudocompact subspace 
of XI x XI, Z be a space, and f E SC(Xl x X2, Z). If f 1 X is continuous, then 
f r X is also continuous. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any function g E C(Z) the function (g o f) 1 x is 
continuous. 
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Put h = g o f. The function h is separately continuous, and h t X is continuous. 
By Proposition 3.10, there exist Eberlein compacta Y, and Y2, continuous onto maps 
p, : XI + Yi and ~2: X, + Y2, and q’ E SC(Y, x Yz) such that h = q’ o (fl x fz). 
Put p = pl x p?, Y = p(X) and q = q’ 1 Y. Since Y is a pseudocompact subspace of 
the Eberlein compact space Y, x Yz, the Preiss-Simon theorem [ 181 implies that Y is 
Eberlein compact. According to Proposition 3.4, the map p t X : X + Y is R-quotient. 
Since qo (p t X) = h 1 X is continuous, it follows that q is continuous. The compactness 
of Y implies that p(X) = Y. and hence h r z = q o (p t x) is continuous. 0 
We denote by A, the diagonal of X’. Proposition 3.11 implies 
Proposition 3.12. Let X be a pseudocompact space, Z be a space, and f E SC(pX x 
/3X, 2). If f [ A_y is continuous, then f r AOX is also continuous. 
Proposition 3.13. Let X1 and X2 be pseudocompact spaces, X be a pseudocompact 
subspace of XI x X2, Z be a space, and f E C(X, x X2,2). Then f can be extended 
to a separately continuous map f: PX, X pX2 + pZ, and f 1 x (where x is the 
closure of X in /3X, X DXz) is continuous. 
Proof. In virtue of Theorem 3.2, f can be extended to a separately continuous map 
h - 
f : YX, x PX, + PZ. Proposition 3.11 implies that f 1 X is continuous. Since 2 c 
&Z c /?Z and PZ is DieudonnC complete, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that f^((pX, x 
,/3X2) c /Lz. 0 
Note that Proposition 3.13 generalizes Glicksberg’s theorem: if the product X, x X2 of 
spaces X, and X2 is pseudocompact, then any continuous function f : X, x X2 + [0, l] 
can be extended to a continuous function 7: /3X, x @X2 -+ [O; l] ([9]; see also [8, 
Exercise 3.12.20(c)]). 
Lemma 3.14. Let XI,. . . , X, be pseudocompact spaces, Z be a metrizable compact 
space. Suppose that i E { 1, . , n} is such that (Xi, Xj) is a Grothendieck pair for 
every j E { 1,. ,n}\{i}. Then any @ E SC(Xl x ... x X,, Z) can be extended to a 
separately continuous function on XI X . X @X, x . . . x X,. 
Proof. We may assume that i = 1. Let K be the closure of A, (@)(X1 ) in Z-y2 “.’ xxn. 
Then K is compact. We claim that K C SC(X2 x x X,, 2). 
Fix j E (2,. . ,n} and f E K. For every h E (2: ... , n}\(j) pick Xh E Xh, and put 
Y = {Q} x ... x {Zj_,} x xj x {xj+,} x . . . x {.?&}. 
We must prove that f 1 Y is continuous. Let 
9 = 7ry 0 A, (@) :x, --f C,(Y, Z). 
Since Y is homeomorphic to X, and (X, , Xj) is a Grothendieck pair, Propositions 3.1 
and 3.8 imply that cp(X,) is compact. Therefore, 
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f r Y = r1-(f) E TY(K) =7r&41(@)(Xr)) c V(Mq(Xl)) 
= $7(X,) = $J(X,) c C(Y, Z). 
Thus f r Y is continuous. 
Since K is a compact subset of SC(Xz x . x X,, Z), the map ill (@) : X1 + K has 
a continuous extension 
i,:/3X, --+ K c SC(X~ x .” x X,,Z). 
Put 
&= (n. ~:px,..‘iz~ . . . . ““)_I ($). 
Then 5 is a separately continuous extension of @ over PXl x X2 x . x X,. 0 
Theorem 3.15. Ler XI. . . . . S, he pseudocompact spaces such that (Xi, Xj) is a 
Grothendieckpairfor all distinct i, j. Let Z be a space and @ E SC(XI x . . . x X,, Z). 
Then @ has a separately continuous extension 
z: !JX, x 13x2 x . . . x $Y,, + /LZ. 
Proof. Suppose first that Z = I. Applying Lemma 3.14 and induction on Ic, we see that 
for every Ic < n there exists a separately continuous extension 
of @. To justify the step of induction, recall that a pair (X, Y) of pseudocompact spaces 
is Grothendieck provided that either X or I’ is compact (Claim 3.6). 
Thus the theorem holds for Z = I. It follows that it also holds when Z is a Tychonoff 
cube I’. In the genera1 case, replacing Z by pZ, we may assume that Z is Dieudonne 
complete. Since Z can be embedded into a Tychonoff cube, Lemma 3.7 completes the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 3.15 and Claim 3.6 imply 
Theorem 3.16. ZfX,. . . , X, are countably compact spaces, then for any space Z eve? 
separately continuous function F: X1 x x X, + Z has a separately continuous 
extension 
F: fix, x ‘. . x px, + pz. 
We denote by w(X) and d(S) the weight and the density of a space X, respectively. 
Lemma 3.17. Let Z be a space such that all compact subspaces of Z are metrizable. 
Let X and Y be compact. Then 
(a) If @ E SC(X x Y. Z) and Cp determines the topology offactors, then 
w(X) = ,w(Y) = d(X) = d(Y); 
(b) ifX c C,(Y, Z), then w(X) = d(X). 
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Proof. (a) It suffices to show that ,,P(X) < d(I-). Since the map A,(@) embeds X 
into C,(Y, Z). it suffices to show that for every compact h- c C,( I;, 2) we have 
u*(h-) < d(Y). Let 14 be a dense subset of E7 with lizl = cl(Y7). For every ,q E I7 the subset 
K(y) = {p(y): f E K} of Z is compact and hence metrizable. The compactness of I< 
implies that the natural one-to-one map of I< to P = n!,,., I<(y) is a homeomorphic 
embedding. It follows that u,(K) < U,(P) < IAl = d(Y). 
(b) Let @ = /ll’(id.v) E SC(X x Y, Z). Claim 3.9 implies that there exist compact 
spaces S’ and I”. onto maps f : X - S’, y : I7 4 E;‘, and G E SC(X’ x Y’, Z) such 
that F = (f x y)#(G), G determines the topology of factors, and f = il, (@). It follows 
from (a) that ul(X’) = d(S’). Since ,f = dl,(@) = id-k-. we have X = X’ and therefore 
tP(_‘i) = fQX). 0 
A space X has caliber ~‘1 if any uncountable family of nonempty open sets in X has 
an uncountable subfamily with nonempty intersection. A space X has precaliber in, if 
and only if some (and then any) compactification of X has caliber ;J,. 
Lemma 3.18. Let f : X + I’ be an open map. If Y and each point-inverse ,f ~’ (y) of 
f have caliber ull, then X also has caliber WI. 
Proof. Let U be an uncountable collection of open subsets of S. Since f(U) is open 
in I7 for every U E U and LJ, is a caliber of Y, there exist y E Y and an uncountable 
subcollection V c 24 such that y E ,f (V) f or every I’ E V. Then every V E V meets 
f-‘(u). Since f-‘(y) has caliber w,. there is an uncountable subcollection of V with 
nonempty intersection. 0 
Let X, . . X, be spaces. We denote by (X, x x _Y,)s.c the topological space 
that coincides with X, x x _Y, as a set and has the topology generated by the 
family SC(X, x . x X,,) of all separately continuous functions. Note that the space 
(X, x x AT, )SC’ is Tychonoff. For any space Z we have 
SC’(X, x . . . x x,,, Z) = C((X , x “. x Xn)sc.Z). 
Proposition 3.19. Let XI ~ . , S, be spaces, Y = (XI x x S,)SC. !f q is a caliber 
of each Xi. 1 < i < n. then u/l is a caliber of Y. 
Proof. Let I be the collection of all 6’ c SI x . x S,, satisfying the following 
condition: 
for any i E { 1~ . . n,} and any (s, . . . ,.ci_l,.r,+l.. . ..r,) E X1 x ... x X,-f x 
Iri ,+I x . x X,, the set {sl E St: (z,. . . . .r, ) E CT} is open in X,. 
Then I is a (not necessarily Tychonoff) topology on X = _X, x . x X,, which is 
finer than the topology of Y. Thus it suffices to show that the space 11’ = (X. 7) has 
caliber w’, . 
Denote the space (X, 7) by (X 1 x ... x X,)T. Let 2 = (X, x ... x Sn-,)~. Then 
II7 is homeomorphic to (Z x XrI)*. Therefore we can argue by induction on 71, and it 
suffices to consider the case n = 2. 
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Assume that n = 2. The projection p : W -+ X1 is open, and each point-inverse of p 
is homeomorphic to X2. In virtue of Lemma 3.18, W has caliber WI. 0 
A compact space X is monolithic if w(F) = d(F) for every (closed) subspace F 
of x. 
Proposition 3.20. Let n E w and X1, . . , X, be compact spaces with caliber WI. Then: 
(a,) Any compact subset of SC,(XI x ’ . . x X,) is metrizable. 
(b,) If X and Y are compact spaces and X c SC,(Y x X1 x X2 x . . . x X,), then 
w(X) = d(X). 
Proof. Step 1. We prove that (a,) implies (b,). Assume (a,), and let X and Y be 
as in (b,). Put 2 = SC,(Xi x . x Xn). The space SC,(Y x Xi x .. x X,) is 
naturally homeomorphic to C,(Y, 2); we can therefore assume that X c C, (Y, Z). 
Lemma 3.17(b) and the assertion (a,) imply that w(X) = d(X). 
Step 2. We prove that (b+i) implies (a,). Assume (b,_i), and let K be a compact 
subset of SC,(Xi x . . . x X,). It follows from (b,_i) that for any closed F c K we 
have d(F) = w(F). In other words, K is monolithic. Let X = (Xi x . x X,)SC. 
Proposition 3.19 implies that WI is a caliber of X. According to Theorem 11.12 of [3], 
every compact monolithic subspace of C&(X) IS metrizable. Since SC,(Xi x x X,) 
is equal to C,(X), it follows that K is metrizable. 
Since (a~) is obvious, the proposition follows from the implications proved in Steps I 
and 2. 0 
Note that the notion of a space with a small diagonal is hidden behind this proof. A 
space X has a small diagonal if for every uncountable subset A of X2\Ax there exists 
a neighbourhood U of the diagonal Ax such that A\U is uncountable. This notion was 
introduced by M. HuSek [14]. A.V. Arhangel’skij and V.V. TkaEuk found a nice duality 
between spaces with a small diagonal and spaces with caliber wi : if one of the spaces X 
and C,(X) has caliber ~1, then the other has a small diagonal [4,25,3]. Theorem 11.12 
of [3] that we used in the proof of Proposition 3.20 follows from this assertion and the 
fact that every compact monolithic space with a small diagonal is metrizable. 
Proposition 3.21. Let XI,. . . , X, be compact spaces with a caliber WI and Z be a 
separable metric space. Then every compact subspace of SC,(XI x x X,, 2) is 
metrizable. 
Proof. The space 2 can be embedded into R”, therefore, SC,(Xi x . . . x X,, Z) can 
be embedded into 
Y = SC,(XI x . . . x X,,lP) = sqx, x . . . x x,y. 
Proposition 3.20 implies that all compact subsets of Y are metrizable. 0 
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Claim 3.9 and Proposition 3.21 imply 
Theorem 3.22. Let Z be u separable metric space, X1. , S,, be compacf spaces with 
caliber (*II, and F E SC’(X~ x . x .X7,,. 2). Then there exist compact metric spuces 1;. 
continuous maps .fl : X, - y (i = 1. . II.). and G E SC(Y) x . x 12 ~ 2) such that 
F = Go (f, y ... x .fn). 
In virtue of Theorem 3.16, Theorem 3.22 implies Theorem 1.10. 
Lemma 3.23. Let 2, XI ~. .X,;,,, Yl.. . . Y,, be space. .f2 :X, 4 Yi be onto maps f01 
i = I ,..., II. ,f =.fl x ... x frl, and 
ss = SCJX, x . ” x s,. Z), 
s,, = SC,,(Y, x ‘. . x y;,. 2). 
[f each ,fl is R-quotient, then f : (Xl x . x X,,)sc, + (Yi x . . x Yn),sc is a/so 
R-quotient, and the map f’ : Sl- -+ SX induces a homeomorphism of Sy onto a closed 
subspuce of S.Y. 
Proof. Put S = (XI x . ‘. x Xn)sc. Y = (Y, x .. x E”,)sc. Let 12: I’ - IR be 
a function such that the function hf : S + IR is continuous. Then /zf is a separately 
continuous function on XI x . . x S,. Since each fi is R-quotient, it follows that h is 
a separately continuous function on 1; x . x Y,,. This means that h is continuous on 
I’. Thus .f is R-quotient. Since S_y = C(X, Z) and Sir = C(Y. Z). it follows that the 
homeomorphic embedding .f# : 5’1. - S-y has closed range. 0 
Proposition 3.24. Let Z be a separable metric space, S. I’ be pseudocompact spaces, 
and 
A c SC,@X x /3Y, Z). 
[f’ the cfostire of 7r.y x 1. (A) in SCs( X X Y, Z) . IS compact, then 2 is also compact. 
Proof. Step 1. We prove that for every B c A with lBI < w’ the closure of B is compact. 
Put C = TX, l-(B). Proposition 3.10 implies that for each h E C there exist Eberlein 
compacta Xh. and Yh. onto maps 
.fh : ?i - ax), . t& : I7 - I;, . 
and Gt, E Sc’(x’~, x 1h.Z) such that Gh o (fh x gh) = h. Put 
f = n{f!!: 11. E C}. g = n{gh: h E c}. 
s’ = ,f(X). Y’ = g(Y). 
Then (f x g)“(C’) = Cr for some C’ c Sc’(X’ x Y’. Z). In virtue of Proposition 3.4, 
S’. I” are Eberlein compact and the maps f and g are R-quotient. Lemma 3.23 implies 
that 
(.f x g)” : SC:,(X x IF’. Z) * SC*,(S x Y, Z) 
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is a homeomorphic embedding with closed range. It follows that the closure ?? of C’ 
in SC,(X’ x Y’, 2) is homeomorphic to the closure ?? of C in SC,(X x Y, 2) and 
hence compact. Let f^ and F be the extensions of f and g to /3X and ,BY, respectively. 
We have (f x Zj))“(C’) = B. Since c is compact, so is B. 
Step 2. Let S = U{B: B c A, IBI < w}. Step 1 implies that S is countably compact. 
Put 
F = (A, z;sY~x3py)-1 (ids) E SC(S x PX x ,BY, 2). 
Theorem 3.16 implies that F can be extended to a separately continuous map F^ on 
/3S x ,8X x ,8Y. We have 
and therefore 2 = ?? is compact. 0 
Definition 3.25. Let 2, XI, . . . , X, be spaces, k > 0, and f be a map of Xi x . . . x X, 
into 2. We say that f:Xi x ... x X, -+ Z is k-separately continuous if the following 
condition holds: 
Let M c {1,2,..., n} be such that [Ml > n - k. Let zi E Xi for each i E M. 
Let 
G= {(yt,... , yn) E Xt x . . x X,: yi = zi for every i E M}. 
Then f 1 G is continuous. 
Clearly, 1 -separate continuity coincides with separate continuity. 
Proposition 3.26. Let 2’ be a metrizable compact space, X1, . . , X, be pseudocompact 
spaces, and 
F:X, x...xX,+Z 
be a 2-separately continuous map. Then the closure of 14, (F)(Xl) in SC,(X2 x ’ . . x 
X,, 2) is compact. 
Proof. Put A = 111 (F)(Xl ). Let K be the closure of A in Zxzx “‘xxn. Then K is 
compact. It suffices to prove that K c SC(Xz x . . . x X,, 2). Let f E K. Pick 
i E (2,. . . , n}, 22 E X2,. . . , xi-1 E Xi-i, zi+i E Xi+i, . . . ,x, E X,, and let 
Y = (x2) x ... x {xi-r} x xi x {Xifl} x ... x {s,}. We must show that f r Y is 
continuous. 
Assume that i = 2. Let G : Xi x X2 + 2 be the function defined by G(xt , x2) = 
F(zl, x2, x3,. . . , z,). Since F is 2-separately continuous, G is continuous. Proposi- 
tion 3.3 implies that A’ = Af’x1PX2(G)(X1) is compact. Since A’ and KY(A) are 
naturally homeomorphic, xy (A) is also compact. Since A is dense in K, it follows 
that ny(A) = ri~y(K) and f r Y = ry(f) E rry (K) = 7ry (A). Therefore, f / Y is 
continuous. 0 
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We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. The following 
theorem is more general than Theorem 1.7: 
Theorem 3.27. Let Z be a space, XI, X2, Xx be pseudocompact spaces, and 
F:X, xX1xX3-+2 
be a 2-separately continuous map. Then F can be extended to a separately continuous 
map 
F: px, x px, x /3x3 -+ /Lz. 
Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.15 shows that it suffices to consider 
the case 2 = I. Then follows the case when Z is a Tychonoff cube, and Lemma 3.7 
implies the general case. 
So we assume that 2 is a compact metrizable space. Let Y = As(F)(Xs). Proposi- 
tion 3.26 implies that the closure K of Y in SC,(Xt x X2,2) is compact. Since F is 
2-separately continuous, Y c C(Xi x X2,2). Theorem 3.2 implies that 
Y c ~X,xX*(SCp(PXI x /3x2,4). 
Let A be the subset of SC,(/3Xi x /3X2,2) for which xx, x~,(A) = Y, and let S = 2. 
Proposition 3.24 implies that S is compact. It follows that 7rxIxxz(S) = K. Since the 
map p = rrx, x~z 1 S : S + K is a one-to-one map between compact spaces, the inverse 
mapcp . -’ . K + S is continuous. 
Let 
i, = up-’ o As(F) :X3 + s c SC&IX, x pxz, 2). 
The map + can be extended to the continuous map 
75 /3x3 --+ SC&w x PX2,Z). 
Let @ = (~~.Pxl,Pxz,4x,)-I(~)~ Then @ is a separately continuous map of PX, x 
PX, x 13x3 to 2. Since 40 As(p) t X3 = 406 t X3 = q50$ = &(F), it follows that 
F is an extension of F. 0 
4. Separately continuous Mal’tsev operations and w-cellularity 
In this section we finish the proof of the Main Theorem 1.6. 
Definition 4.1. A space X has property (P) if for any family {z,: Q < WI} of points 
of X and any family {pa: Q < wt } of continuous pseudometrics on X there exist an 
ordinal /3 < WI and a point y E (2,: a < p} such that pa(y, zp) = 0 for every Q < p. 
The proof of Lemma 1 in [30] shows that every Lindelof C-space has property (P). 
In particular, every compact space has property (P). Moreover, a slight modification of 
the proof of Proposition 4 in [33] yields the following: if X is a C-space in which 
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every closed discrete subset is countable, then X has property (P). Property (P) was 
used (but not explicitly defined) in [33,34] in the proof of the theorem that countably 
compact Mal’tsev spaces are w-cellular. For the reader’s convenience we prove here that 
countably compact spaces have property (P) (Proposition 4.2). We shall also prove that 
if X has property (P) and admits a separately continuous Mal’tsev operation. then X is 
w-cellular (Corollary 4.7). 
If 7 is a pseudometrizable topology on a set X defined by a pseudometric p, we say 
that two points 2, ;y E X are I-itldistinguishable if p(r: ;v) = 0. 
Proposition 4.2. Ellery countably compact space has property (P) (see Dejnition 4.1). 
Proof. Let X be a countably compact space. Let (5,: Q < LJI} be a family of points 
of X and {la: (I < wi } be a family of pseudometrizable topologies on X coarser 
than the original topology of X. For every 13 < LL.II let S,j = sup(7,: N < $}. We 
must show that there exist /3 < tii and y E (2,: o < /3} such that y and JZ~ are 
S,s-indistinguishable. For every o < i~i let C, be the Hausdorff space associated with 
the pseudometrizable space (X, S,), and let p, : X + C, be the canonical map. Set 
Y = {T,: cv < tii} and Y;, = {s,: 0 < /3} for every /j < WI. Since each GR 
is a compact metrizable space, for every cv < WI there exists S(Q) > o such that 
pCY(Ysca)) is dense in p,(Y). Pick QO < WI arbitrarily and define inductively a sequence 
{a,: n E LJ} by CY,+~ = ~(a,). Let 0 = supa,. Then po(Yj3) is dense in pa(Y). The 
map pa : X + Co. being a map of a countably compact space onto a metric space, is 
closed. Hence ~,J(z,;) E p/j(Y) c p,(Yj) = pd(q). Thus there exists ;y E Yo with 
p,j(t~) = p,j(z,~). The last equality means that y and rlj are S/j-indistinguishable. 0 
Lemma 4.3. A subspace Y of a space X- is relatively w-cellular in X if and only if the 
following condition holds: 
Let {K,: CL < LJI} be a family of zero-sets in X and {I&: CI < WI} be a family of 
open sets in X such that K’, c V, for every o < ~1. If each K,, meets Y, then there 
exist c)i < I? < LJI such that K& meets Vj. 
Proof. Assume Y is relatively d-cellular in X. Let {K,: a < IJJI } and {Vu: cr < WI } 
be two families with the properties described in the lemma. According to Definition 1.11, 
there exists ,/3 < ~31 such that 
Y n (U{K,: a: <WI}) c ujh’,,: cy < 13). 
Since Vo contains the nonempty set Y n Ko and thus meets Y n (U{Ka: Q < WI }), it 
also meets the set U{Ka: cy < 13). Hence Vo meets K, for some Q: < 13. 
Conversely, assume that Y is not relatively ti-cellular in X. Then there exists a family 
X of Gs-sets in X such that every element of X meets Y and for every countable 
subfamily ,Q c X the set Y n (IJ A) is not contained in the closure of Up. Construct 
by recursion a family {yU: o < til} of points of Y and a subfamily {A,: cy < WI} of 
X such that yp E Ao\U(A,: CY < /3} for every /3 < WI_ Let VP = X\U{A,: cr < ,6}. 
For every N < u/l pick a zero-set K, in S such that ya E K,, c V, n A,,. Then each 
K,, meets Y and K, n I<? = v) whenever ~1 < i+. 0 
Definition 4.4. A continuous map .f : X - I7 is an ~U~-rnn~ if there exists a separately 
continuous map F : X” + Y such that F(.r. J/, y) = F(y, ,y. .r) = f(r) for all .I,.. !/ E 2Y. 
Note that the requirement that f be continuous could be omitted: if f and F are as 
above, then J”(J) = FI(.r, a, U) for any fixed CL E ,ri. so the continuity of f follows from 
the separate continuity of F. The identity map of a space S is an nl,-map if and only 
if S admits a separately continuous Mal’tsev operation. 
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a pseudocompuct spuce, and let ,f : S - IT be an Af,,-mup. Let 
F:.Y3 - 1’ be a separately continuous function such that F(.r.;y, y) = F(y, y. s) = 
f(.r) ,for all .r. y E X. Let f : ,-IS - 111’ be the continuous extension oj’ f. If there exists 
u separutel~ continuous exterzsim F : ( JX)3 - //I’ of F. then F(.r. y% y) = F(y. .y. .r) = 
T(J) for al/ .r. JJ E /jx, and 7 is an A~~,s-mup. 
PrOOf. Fix .r E x. and let TJ,~ : (ij_y)' - plw be the separately continuous function 
defined by gs(u. 11) = F(.r. II. 11). Then gs [ A.y = ,fCr). In virtue of Proposition 3.12, 
the function g,r [ &_x is continuous. Hence F(.r. y. 8) = gr(y.y) = f(x) for all 
!J t d-x. Now fix y E $x. Since F(.r: y. y) = ,f(,r) for all s E x, the continuity 
of F in the first argument implies that F(.r. y. y) = f(.r) for all .r E /3X. Similarly, 
F(!/, ,y. .r) = s(s) for all .I’, !/ E :-IX. Thus f is an .I1,,-map. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let f : S - Y he ~1 :?I,-imp. If X hs property (P). then f(S) is 
relrrtively w~-cc~llular in Y. 
Proof. Let {IiCy: R < ~JI} be a family of nonempty zero-sets in 1’ which meet f(s). 
and let {1:X: o < ill} be a family of open sets in Y such that K, c Ii, for every 
o c dI. According to Lemma 4.3, it suffices to prove that K, rl S<, # 0 for some u < :3. 
Let F : S3 - I’- be a separately continuous map such that F(.r, !J. g) = F(y. y> s) = 
f(.r) for all .r,;y E X. Let h, : I’ -+ I be a continuous function such that K,, = 
h;‘(O). For every Q < LJI pick JZ,, t X such that f(.r,) E K,,. For every l3 < ~JI let 
_Y;p = { .rn: (I < 13). Let y,, : S’ - I be the separately continuous function defined by 
g,l( 11: 71) = h, (F(s,, ‘11, I:)). For every 13 < &jl let ‘& be the pseudometrizable topology 
on X generated by the countable family {y,(.r, ( ): o. n, , < d} of continuous functions. 
- 
Applying property (P), we obtain an ordinal ,j < LJI and a point y E X,3 such that y and 
<r.j are I,-indistinguishable for every n < .j. Let . ,_(I = F(.r,. !/,x,3) E Y. We claim that 
2, E 1\*,, f? \:_I for some 0 < !j. 
First we prove that za E K, for every o < /rl. It suffices to show that h,,(z,) = 0. 
For every 3 <: ;j the function yn (J.? , . ) I - . 1s 6 con m t’ u ous. where 6 = max(n,?) < $j. 
Since :y and .r;j are Ib-indistinguishable, we have yC1 (.r, . y ) = qn ( .I’? . x/j). This means 
that the functions y, (. . y) and ,9(,(. . x/j) are equal on the set X,3. Since these functions 
are continuous. they are also equal on the closure of S,j and thus have equal values at 
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the pointy E Xg. It follows that &(a,) = h,(F(z,,y,~p)) = ga(y,sp) = ga(y,y) = 
&(F(x,, y, y)) = ha(f(za)) = 0 and hence z, E K,. 
Let k : X ---f Y be the continuous map defined by k(u) = F(u, y, zp). Since k(y) = 
F(y, y, zp) = f(zp) E Kp c VP and y E {x~: cy < /3}, we have zcy = k(sa) E V’j for 
some cr < ,D. We proved in the preceding paragraph that za E K,. Thus z, E Ka f? V, # 
0. 0 
Corollary 4.7. If a space X has property (P) and admits a separately continuous MaE’- 
tsev operation, then X is w-cellular 
Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.7 imply 
Proposition 1.9. If a countably compact space X admits a separately continuous 
Mal’tsev operation, then X is w-cellular: 
Lemma 4.8. Let Z be a space and X c Y C 2. Zf X is relatively w-cellular in Z and 
Y is Gs-dense in Z, then X is relatively w-cellular in Y. 
Proof. Let (1~ be a family of G&-sets in Y each of which meets X. For every A E cr pick 
a Gb-subset A’ of Z such that A’nY = A. Let a’ = {A’: A E cx}. Since X is relatively 
w-cellular in Z, there exists a countable subfamily ,B c Q such that X n (U a’) c IJ p’, 
where p’ = {A’: A E ,/3}. If A E p, then A is dense in A’, since Y is Gs-dense in Z. 
It follows that 
__- 
up=UI>xn(Ua’)=Xn(Ua). 
Thus X is relatively w-cellular in Y. 0 
We now can prove 
Theorem 1.12. Let X be a pseudocompact space and let f : X --) Y be an M-map. 
Then f(X) is relatively w-cellular in Y. 
Proof. Let F : X3 + Y be a continuous map such that F(z, y, y) = F(y, y,z) = f(x) 
for all IC, y E X. According to Theorem 3.27, F extends to a separately continuous map 
F: (pX)3 + PY. Letf:pX + PLY be the continuous extension of f. Lemma 4.5 shows 
that f is an MS-map. Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 4.2 imply that f(@X) is relatively 
w-cellular in PLY, hence f(X) also is so. Since f(X) c Y and Y is Gs-dense in pY, 
Lemma 4.8 implies that f(X) is relatively w-cellular in Y. 0 
We need some results due to Shapirovskii concerning calibers of compact spaces. 
A compact space X is Corson if it can be embedded in a Tychonoff cube IA so that 
each point in X has at most countably many nonzero coordinates. 
Proposition 4.9 (Shapirovskii). A compact space X has caliber WI if and only if X 
cannot be mapped onto a nonmetrizable Cur-son compact space. 
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This is Proposition 3.8 in [21]. This proposition was communicated by B. Shapirovskii 
to the second author in 1982 at the Leningrad Topological conference. 
Proof. Every Corson compact space with caliber w1 is metrizable, whence the necessity. 
Conversely, let y be a point-countable uncountable family of nonempty open sets. For 
every U E y pick a function fu : X + I with 8 # supp fu C U. Then the diagonal 
product n{fu: U E y} maps X onto a nonmetrizable Corson compact space. 0 
A theorem due to Arhangel’skii asserts that every countably tight monolithic compact 
space X has a dense set of points of countable character [I, Claim 2.2.81. Every Corson 
compact space is monolithic and countably tight and hence has a dense set of points of 
countable character. It follows that every w-cellular Corson compact space is metrizable. 
This fact, combined with Proposition 4.7, implies 
Theorem 4.10 (Shapirovskii). Every w-cellular compact space has caliber WI 
If f : X” + X is a Mal’tsev operation, let us say that an equivalence relation R on 
X is an f-congruence if f(~1, x2, x3) is R-equivalent to f(yl. ~2, yj) whenever x, is 
R-equivalent to y2. i = 1,2,3. 
Mal’tsev’s Theorem 4.11 [ 151. Zf f IS a separately continuous Mal’tsev operation on a 
space X, then for any f-congruence R on X the quotient map X 4 X/R is open. 
Proof. Let U be open in X. We must show that the set V = {y E X: (x, y) E R for some 
r E U} is open. Let y E V. Pick z E U so that (x, y) E R. Since f(x, y, y) = 2 E U, 
there exists a neighbourhood Oy of y such that f (x, y, 2) E U for every z E Oy. We 
claim that Oy c V. Let z E Oy. Since z is R-equivalent to y and since R is an f- 
congruence, z = f (x,x,z) is R-equivalent to f (x, y. ,z) E U and hence z E V. Thus 
Oy c V. Since y E V was arbitrary, this means that 1’ is open. q 
We now prove Theorem 1.8 for compact spaces: 
If a compact space X admits a separately continuous Mal’tsev operation f : X3 + X, 
then X is Dugundji. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 3 in [33]. Let I be the set of all closed 
equivalence relations R on X such that the quotient X/R is metrizable, and let @ be the 
set of all R E !P such that R is an f-congruence. According to the Haydon-Shchepin 
characterization of Dugundji spaces (see Introduction), it suffices to check that @ has the 
following three properties: 
( 1) for every R E @ the quotient map X -+ X/R is open; 
(2) the family @ separates points of X; 
(3) @ is closed under countable intersections. 
The first property follows from Mal’tsev’s Theorem 4.11, and the third property is 
obvious. To prove the property (2), it suffices to show that for every T E !P there exists 
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R E @ such that R c T. Let T E !P. and let y : X + X/T be the quotient map. In virtue 
of Proposition 1.9 X is w-cellular. Theorem 4.10 implies that X has caliber WI, hence 
Theorem 3.22 can be applied to the separately continuous function qf : X3 + X/T. 
According to Theorem 3.22, there exist equivalence relations Si E Q (i = 1,2,3) and a 
separately continuous function 
such that qf = hp, where p1 
p = pl x pz x ~3. Let 
X + X/Si are the quotient maps (i = l! 2,3) and 
If (.G. yi) E 5!Y (,i = 1,2,3), then p(:r:,,.x2.q) = p(gl, 92!;1j3), and the equality 
qf = hy implies that yf( ~I,.Q, ~3) = yf(yl_y~,y~). This means that f(r1, JZ~>Q) 
and f(y,: ~2, ~3) are T-equivalent. 
Proceeding in this way, construct a sequence of equivalence relations EJ = T, T,, . . . 
such that each T, is in @ and the conditions (.rl: ,q?) E Tn+ I ! i = 1 1 2,3, imply that 
f(~~l.%2,1u3) and fig,, yz: 7~3) are T,-equivalenr, 7t = 0: l., . . . Then R = nTn is an 
f-congruence, so R f @ and R c T, as required. 3 
Now we prove Theorem 1.8 in its full generality and simultaneously finish the proof 
of our Main Theorem 1.6. As noted in Section 2. it suffices to prove the first assertion 
of the Main Theorem. 
If X is either a pseuducctmpact Mu1 ‘tsev space or a countubly compact space ndmitting 
a separately continuous MaI’tsev operation, then PX is Dugundji. 
Proof. Let f :X” + X be a Mal’tsev operation on X (in the case X is countably 
compact, f is assumed to be separately continuous). Theorem 3.27 (or, respectively, 
Theorem 3.16) implies that f can be extended to a separately continuous function 
7 : (px j3 - ,6X. Lemma 4.5 shows that the function 7 satisfies the Mal’tsev identity 
&*$/,y) = J;(y,yz) =. f x or all 2, y E !-IX. Thus $X admits a separately continuous 
Mal’tsev operation. Theorem 1.8 for compact spaces implies that /3X is Dugundji. q 
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